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Hidden  
Gem

This secluded showstopper in the  
Fifth Ward lays out the welcome mat.

By Annie Sherman • Photography by Jan Armor
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I
t’s kind of hard to hide in the 
Fifth Ward. In a town where 
everyone knows everyone, this 
neighborhood is the definition 
of that mantra. This is especially 

the case with Pat and John Greichen, 
who built a house on a lot behind John’s 
parents. Hiding in plain sight, their 
bewitching new shingle-style bungalow 
is off — yet still somewhat on — the 
beaten path.

That was perfect for the Greichens. 
After more than two decades working 
and raising two daughters in a traditional 
1920s home in Massachusetts, this 
sailing couple welcomed their City by 
the Sea homecoming. Now they could 
be closer to family and spend more time 
on their boat, Puravida, while giving 
their grown daughters an opportunity 
to escape their hectic city schedules. 
“We had always admired the shingle 
style, so that’s what we wanted, but in 
a cottage size,” explains Pat, principal 
interior designer at Simpatico Design in 
Newport. “We also wanted easy care and 
first-floor living, so we could retire here.” 

Indeed, living the pure life started 
with this home, which defined their 
own approach to this next step in their 
lives. But while easy care certainly 
applied to their design and style 
aesthetic, the technical elements were a 
little more byzantine. A perilously high 
water table meant they spent two years 
in Zoning and Utility Board meetings 
to get approval for construction, which 
mandated that they accommodate 
water by building on a concrete slab 
and install a substantial rain garden 
and pervious driveway, among other 
requirements. “The house footprint 
was also restricted by the lot shape and 
size, and the driveway location was 

John and Pat Greichen 
gather at the marble-

topped island in the 
kitchen, where black 

cabinets lend a  
dose of drama.
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“You don’t want to overwhelm 
a modern house with historic 
features, and vice versa. 
It all plays off each other
in a nice way here.”

The house offers shingle-style panache in a compact size, with a 
garage that’s angled away from the entry so the latter dominates.

ABOVE The family room’s creamy palette 
instills a soothing sense of serenity.

LEFT The powder room is concealed behind 
a pocket door at the bottom of the stairs.

— Ken Schwartz 
K&R CONSTRUCTION
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predetermined by site conditions,” says 
architect Greg Yalanis of Spring Street 
Studio in Newport, which designed the 
structure. 

With the practical difficulties 
under control, the collaborators focused 
on style. While white cedar shingles 
might be a popular New England staple, 
this hidden gem has a few unexpected 
exterior elements. Custom wave-
patterned shingles on the main front 
gable increase the appearance of depth 
and target the family’s attraction to the 
sea, while the undulating eave line on 
the front adds a little flair, Yalanis says. 
He also angled the garage so that the 
bracket-roofed entrance became a more 
dominant feature than the garage door, 
and provided a little more room for 
vehicle circulation. 

“I really like how the exterior 
appearance blends in with the 
neighborhood. There’s just something 
about the natural shingles that sets it 
apart from what is a relatively modest 
house,” says Ken Schwartz of K&R 
Construction in Middletown. “The 
entry has a unique appearance, with 
a predominant front gable and long 
swooping roofline that adds drama. It 
fits in well, but it doesn’t read as just 
another house.”

That paradox of simple drama 
continues inside, with a black, white 
and wood palette, and touches of blue 
for natural nautical measure. “We 
wanted to do something other than a 
white kitchen,” Pat says. “And because 
we were having fewer upper cabinets, I 
thought we could carry the black and 
have all-white walls.” 

Though she is the chef, her 
husband serves his banana bread and 
killer breakfasts on these honed-marble 
counters. “We do spend a lot of time in 
the kitchen,” Pat admits. “We have the 
front door within eyesight and I like its 
openness.”

Reclaimed wood brings personality 
and softness, and visible axe notches 
indicate a subdued history in the crisp, 
nascent space. Decorative exposed 
beams combine with shiplap on the 
dining room ceiling to separate that area 
from the adjacent kitchen and family 
room, while the banister and newel 

The day after the spalted maple 
dining table was delivered, the 

Greichens hosted 25 for 
Christmas dinner. “That was the 

first of many big dinners 
around that table,” Pat says. 

ABOVE Pat found the 
salvaged oak newel post 
in New Hampshire; the 
barn door at rear hides the 
pantry.

LEFT The Greichens 
expanded the footprint to 
accommodate a sunroom.
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Featured Vendors:
Spring Street Studio 
K&R Construction

Aquidneck Landworks
Apex Kitchens & Baths

Simpatico Design Studio
Hopes Woodshop

WE DIG Excavation 
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ABOVE, FROM LEFT
A birch tree paper 

from Cole & Son 
animates the powder 

room. A first-floor 
master suite lets the 

owners age in place.

OPPOSITE New 
construction offered 
better access to the 
outdoors, as in this 

patio off the sunroom 
and dining room. 

post, white oak accent shelving and mantel add 
visual appeal throughout. “The house has a 
somewhat modern theme inside, but we added 
some historic touches, like old reclaimed 
beams and the rolling barn door for the pantry, 
plus the laundry space has a wood countertop 
that we made,” Schwartz says. 

The house overlays its contemporary 
design with woodsy historicism. “I like that 
contradiction in a house,” says Schwartz. “You 
don’t want to overwhelm a modern house with 
historic features, and vice versa. It all plays off 
each other in a nice way here.” 

Pat was adept at fi nding distinctive 
accents at salvage yards and barns across New 
England, and relied on her interior design 
panache to inject tailored authenticity in the 
details — from the wrought iron chandelier to 
the birch tree wallpaper in the powder room. 
Even French-inspired cafe seats invite family 
collaborations at the kitchen island, while 
updated Windsor chairs entice friends and 
family to settle in for a comforting meal. 

“Our old house had tons of character, 
with an old slate roof. We came from that to a 

brand-new house, so we needed to incorporate 
some old elements here,” Pat says. “I like to 
think of woods as neutrals. It looks more 
interesting when they’re all together. I never 
want everything to be all matchy-matchy.”

From stem to stern, the 4-inch 
quartersawn white oak fl oorboards received a 
clean whitewash, and the entire 1,500-square-
foot fi rst fl oor is drenched in its sunlit warmth. 
No more so than in the sunroom, which is 
nearly encased in south-facing windows that 
overlook the yard and terrace. “We use this 
sunroom all the time,” Pat says, “but it almost 
wasn’t built for budget reasons. We wanted 
so much on the fi rst fl oor that we decided to 
expand the footprint a bit.”

Alternately, the couple shrunk their master 
suite to squeeze it into the fi rst fl oor, while Pat 
maintains an offi ce and exercise space upstairs, 
as well as two guest rooms and attic storage. “It 
was important to John and me that the house 
look like it belongs in the neighborhood,” she 
says. “We’ve had many people comment that it 
looks like this house has always been here, and 
that makes us happy.”




